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Bywater, M.F. and B.S. Yamey:

Vol. 1: Peele, James
The maner and fourme how to kepe a perfecte reconyng, after the order of the moste worthie and notable accompte, of Debtor and Creditour, set foorth in certain tables, with a declaracion thereunto belonging, verie easie to be learned, and also profitable, …
London: Richard Grafton, 1553. 87 leaves. (STC19547) (Reprint, 1978; English. F.2)

Vol. 2: Weddinton, John
A Brefffe instruction, and Manner, Howe to Kepe, Marchantes Bokes, of Accomptes. After the order of Debitor and Creditor, as well for proper accomptes, partable, factory, and Other, &c. Verry nedefull to be knownen, and vsid of all men, in the feattis of marchandize. …
[London]: 1567. 126 leaves. (Reprint, 1979; English. F.1)

Vol. 3: Petri, Nicolaus
The Pathway to Knowledge. Conteyning certaine briefe Tables of English weights, and Measures, with the proportions, kindes, and numbers belonging properly unto the same. How to cast accompt with Counters, and with Pen, both in whole, and broken …1596 is the first English translation, probably by William Phillips.

Vol. 4.1: Dafforne, Richard
The Marchants Mirrour: or, Directions for the Perfect Ordering and Keeping of His Accounts; Framed by way of Debitor and Creditor, after the (so termed) Italian-manner: Containing 250. Rare Questions, with their Answers, in forme of a …
London: Nicolas Bourne, 1635. 162 leaves. (STC17224)

Vol. 4.2: Collins, John
An Introduction to Merchants Accounts, containing Five distinct Questions or Accounts. The 1: An easie question to enter Beinners, with Instructions to Post, stated two several Ways, upon several suppositions. 2: A question of a Merchant, adventuring a Stock or Cargazon with …
London: Nicholas Bourne, 1653. 43 leaves. (Wing 5374) (Reprint, 1978.; English. F.4)

Vol. 5.1: Dafforne, John
The apprentices Time-Entertainer Accomptantly: A Methodical means to obtain the Exquisite Art of Accomptantship: Digested into Three Parts, as is exemplified upon the Next Leaf. Very requisite to be
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Exercised by all such as profess the Teaching of the said Art. The third edition.
London: Robert Horne, 1670. 125 Leaves. (Wing D101A)

Vol. 5.2: Hadson, Ralph
Analysis or Resolution of Merchants Accoounts. The Fourth Edition, Corrected and

Vol. 6.1: Monteage, Stephen
Debtor and Creditor made easie: or, a short instruction for the attaining the right use of Accounts. After the
Best Method used by Merchants. Fitted to the Trades or Wayes of Dealing in these several Capacities: …
The Second edition with Amendments.
London: Ben. Billingsley, 1682. 88 leaves. (Wing M2488)

Vol. 6.2: [Monteage, Stephen]
Advice to the Women and Maidens of London. (London, 1679.) 16 leaves.

Vol. 6.3: [Monteage, Stephen]
Instructions for Rent-Gatherers Accounts, &c. Made Easie. By the author of the book, entituled, Debtor and
Creditor.

Vol. 7: Colinson, Robert
Idea Rationaria, or the Perfect Accountant, Necessary for all Merchants and Trafficquers; Containing the True
Forme of Book-Keeping, According to the Italian Methode: Wherein is First, the Introduction to the Forme,
…After which followes a Moneth-Book, Invers-Book, Factor-Book, Specie or Cash-Book; …
Edinburgh: David Lindsay, et al., 1683. 138 leaves. (Wing C5102) (Reprint, 1978.; English. F.1)

Vol. 8.1: Snell, Charles
Rules for Book-Keeping, According to the Italian Manner: Now in General Use. Directing Young Accounts,
where the Usual Occurrences in Trade are to be Enter’d; And in the Style proper for such Entrances.
London: John Place, 1701. 8 leaves.

Vol. 8.2: Snell, Charles
Accounts for Landed-Men: or, a Plain and Easie form which they may observe, in Keeping Accounts of
their Estates.

Vol. 8.3: Snell, Charles
The Merchants Counting-House: or, Wast-Book Instances, with directions for their Stating and Entrance; …
Where he Teaches Writing, in all the Hands used in Great Britain; Arithmetick, in Whole Numbers and
Fractions, Vulgar and Decimal; Merchants Accounts, By a Complete, Practical, and Approv’d Scheme: and
Foreign Exchanges; …
London: Jonas Brown, 1718. 11 leaves.

Vol. 8.4: Snell, Charles
Book-Keeping, in a Method Proper to be Observ’d by Super-Cargo’s and Factors. Composed for the Use of
Young Accountants or others, who are going Abroad in such Service. The second edition.
London: John Bateman, 1719. 6 leaves.

Vol. 8.5: Snell, Charles
Observations made upon Examining the Books of Sawbridge and Company.
London: [1720]. No title-page. 2 pages.

Vol. 8.6: [Anon]
Charles Snell in his Examination of the Books of Turner and Company takes a great deal of Pains to clear the
several Fistitious Entries, as he calls them, of Stock in the name of Charles Stangape, not Stanhope. [1721].
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Vol. 8.7: Snell, Charles
A Short Answer to a Paper beginning with Charles Snell, &c. [1721]. 1 leave. (Reprint, 1979.; English. F.1)

Vol. 9: [North, Roger]
The Gentleman Accompant: or, an Essay to unfold the Mystery of Accompts. By Way of Debtor and Creditor, Commonly called Merchants Accompts, and Applying the Same to the Concerns of the Nobility and Gentry of England.

Vol. 10: MacGhie, Alexander
The Principles of Book-Keeping Explain’d, With the Chief Cases thereof Stated and Resolved. To which are annexed, Two Setts of Books of Fictitious Trade, wherein the Whole is reduced to Practice.
Edinburgh: The Author’s Relict, 1718. 97 leaves. (Reprint, 1979.; English. F.3)

Vol. 11: Malcolm, Alexander
A Treatise of Book-Keeping, or, Merchants Accounts; in the Italian Method of Debtor and Creditor. Wherein the Fundamental Principles of that curious and approved Method are clearly and fully explained and demonstrated, from the Nature and Reason of Things: From which again is deduced a complete System of particular Rules, and Instructions for their application to a Merchant’s Business, and Instructions for …

Vol. 12: Mair, John
Book-keeping Methodiz’d: or, a Methodical Treatise of Merchant-Accompts, According to the Italian Form. Wherein, the Theory of the Art is fully Explained, and reduced to Practice, by Variety of suitable Examples in all the Branches of Trade. …
Edinburgh: T. and W. Ruddimans, 1736. xii, 173, [2], 75p. 20cm. (Reprint, 1979.; English. F.4)

Vol. 13: Stephens, Hustcraft
Italian Book-Keeping, Reduced into an Art: being an Entire New and Compleat System of Accompts in General. Demonstrated in a Chain of Consequences from Clear and Self-evident Principles. To which is added, The greatest Variety of Merchants Accounts, with an Explanation of all the Terms of Art, which have Commonly been made use of. Together, with proper Reflections, Accompant.
London: W. Mears, 1735. 161 leaves. (Reprint, 1979.; English. F.3)

Vol. 14: Dodson, James
The Accountant, or, the Method of Book-Keeping, Deduced from Clear Principles, and Illustrated by a Variety of Examples.

Vol. 15: Hamilton, Robert

Vol. 16: Booth, Benjamin
A Complete System of Book-Keeping, by an Improved Mode of Double-Entry: comprising a Regular series of Transactions, as they have occurred in actual business; … Perfect companion for the Counting-House; …
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Practical Book-Keeping, suited to the Merchant and trader of every denomination. …

Vol. 17: Mitchell, William
A New and Complete System of Book-Keeping, by an improved Method of Double Entry; adapted to Retail, Domestic and Foreign Trade: Exhibiting a variety of transactions which usually occur in Business. The Whole comprised in three sets of books; …
Philadelphia: Printed by Bioren & Madan, 1796. viii, 454p.   (Reprint, 1979.; English. F.2)

Vol. 18.1: [Jones, Edward Thomas]
Jones’s English System of Book-Keeping, by single or double entry, in which it is impossible for an error of the most trifling amount to be passed unnoticed; Calculated effectually to prevent the evils attendant on the methods of long established; and adapted to every species of trade. …
Bristol: Printed by R. Edwards, 1796. 41 leaves.

Vol. 18.2: Jones, Edward Thomas
Royal licence and authority for the sole printing publishing and vending of Jone’s English System of book-keeping. 1795. on folding leave.

Vol. 18.3: Jones, Edward Thomas
Specification of the Patent Granted to Mr. Edward Thomas Jones, of the City of Bristol, Accountant; for his method or plan for detecting errors in accounts of all kinds, (called the English System of Book-Keeping,) whereby such accounts will be kept and adjusted in a much more regular and concise manner than by any other method hitherto known. Dated Jan. 26, 1796.

Vol. 18.4: Jones, Edward Thomas
A Defence of the English System of Book-Keeping: or, Collier against Collier, Gosnell against Gosnell, the Analytical Reviewers against the Analytical Reviewers, Mill against Mill, and Observations on a Merchant’s Letter.
Bristol: The author, 1797. iv, 100p.   (Reprint, 1980; English. F.2)

Vol. 19.1:Fulton, John Williamson
British-Indian Book-Keeping. A New System of Double Entry and Progressive Adjustment; exemplified in a Variety of compendious Methods, for the Practical Purposes as well of the Private Gentleman as of the Merchant. …

Vol. 19.2:Kelly, P(atrick)
The Elements of Book-Keeping, both by Single and Double Entry: comprising a System of Merchants Accounts, founded on Real Business, arranged According to Modern Practice, and adapted to the Use of Schools.

Vol.20: Cory, Isaac Preston
A Practical Treatise on Accounts, Mercantile, Partnership, Solicitor’s, Private, Steward’s, Receiver’s, Executor’s, Trustee’s, &c. &c.: Exhibiting a view of the discrepancies between the practice of the law and merchants; with a plan for the amendment of the law of partnership, by …
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Vol. 21: Pulling, Alexander
A Practical Compendium of the Law and Usage of Mercantile Accounts: describing the various rules of law affecting them, the ordinary mode in which they are entered in account books, … with supplement, containing the law of Joint Stock Companies’ Accounts, … The Winding-up Acts, 1849-49.

Vol. 22: Mellis, John
A Briefe instruction and maner how to keepe bookees of Accompts after the order of debitor and creditor, & as well for proper Accompts partible, &c. By the three bookes named the memoirall Journal & leager, …

Vol. 23.1: Manzoni, Domenico
Quaderno Doppio col suo Giornale, Novamente Composto, & diligentissimamente ordinate, second oil costume di Venetia. Opera a ogni persona utilissima, & molto necessaria.
Venetia: Comin de Tridino de Monferrato, 1540. 92 leaves.

Vol. 23.2: Tagliente, Giovanni Antonio
Considerando io Ioanni Antonio Taiente, quanto e necessaria cosa a li nostri magnifici getilhomeni & adaltri mercatanti el laudabile modo de tenere conto de libbro doppio cioe, el Zornale, el Libro con …
Vinegia, 1525. 24 leaves.

Vol. 23.3: Tagliente, Giovanni Antonio
Considerando io Ioanni Antonio Taiente, quanto e necessaria cosa a diversi mercantanti, & a molti artesani si quail fanno le sue mercantile ne le loro botege, & assai di loro non sanno la regola del tenere conto dei …
Venetia, 1525. 16 leaves. (Reprint, 1978. Italian. F.3)

Vol. 24: Pietra, Angelo
Indrizzo de gli Economci, Osia Ordinatissima Instruttionce da Regolatamente Formare Qualunque Scrittura in un Libro Doppio; Aggiuntovi l’essemplare di un Libro Nobile, co’il suo Giornale, ad uso della Congregation Cassinese, dell’ordine dis Benedetto. Con due Tavole, l’une de’Capitoli, et l’Altra …
Montova: Francesco Osanna, 1586. 128 leaves. 2 folding leaves.

Vol. 25.1: Flori, Lodovico

Vol. 25.2: Flori, Lodovico
Essemplare del Libro Doppio Domestico col suo Giornale Composto dal P. Lodovico Flori della Compagnia di Giesu. per Maggior Dichiaratione della Precedente Instruttione 1633.
Palermo: Decio Cirillo, 1636. 90 leaves.

Vol. 25.3: Venturi, Bastiano
Della Scrittura Conteggiante di Possessioni. … Computista della Serenissima Principessa Vittoria durbino Granduchessa di Toscana.

Vol. 26.1: Moschetti, Giovanni Antonio
Dell’ Universal Trattato di Libri Doppii. … Libri tre. Ne’ quail con Regole Universali, & Estempi particolari ampiamente s’insegna il modo di girar in Scrittura Doppia qual si voglia negotio mercantile. Veggonsi distesi con Bellissimo, et Semplicissimo ordine varij modi di Comprare, Vendere, & Barattare; … Composizione ad ogni stato, & grado di negotionante fruttuosa, & gioueuole. Dedicata al Molto Illustre …
Venetia: Luca Valentini, 1610. [misprinted as 1690]. 134 leaves.

Vol.26.2: Zambelli, Andrea
Il Ragionato, o sia Trattato della Scrittura Universale, ove si hanno le vere regole per il maneggiar di qual si voglia Libro doppio tanto Mercantile, quanto Economico, e Tutelare. Parte Prima.

Vol. 27: Della Gatta, Giacomo
Nuova Pratica d’Aritmetica Mercantile dell’ accademico … Nella quale con brevita, e facilita s’insega sommare, sottrarre, moltiplicare, e partire di numeri sani, e rotti le regole del tre, compagnie, false posizioni, estrazioni di radici, baratti, informazione delle piazza, cambi, raggergli delle piazza, commissioni, formole delle lettere di cambio, …

Vol. 28: Ympyn Christoffels, Jan
Nieuwe Instructie Ende bewijs der looffelijacker consten des Rekenboecks / ende Rekeninghe te houdene nae die Italienische maniere / allen Cooplie den / Rentmeesteren / Tollaren / Affijsmeesteren / zeer nut ende profytelijck: …
Antwerp; Gillis Copyns van Diest, 1543. 118 leaves. (Reprint, 1978. Dutch. F.1)

Vol. 29.1: Stevin, Simon
Vorstellicke Bouckhouding op de Italiaensche Wyse in Domeine en Finance Extraordinaire, Wesende inde Wisconstige gedachtenissen het tweede deel der gemengde stifffen, Daer hem in gheoeffent heeft den Door Luchtheitsten Hoochghelborn Vorst ende Heere, Maurits Prince van Oraengien, …
Leyden: Ian Bouwensz, 1607. 102 leaves. (Dutch. F.1)

Vol. 29.2: Stevin, Simon
Livre de Compte de Prince a la Maniere d’Italie, Endomaine et Finance Extraordinaire, Estant aux memoires Mathematiques la deuxiesme partie des meslanges, Contenant ce en quoy s’est exercé le Tres-Illustre, Tres-Excellent Prince & Seigneur Maurice Prince d’Orange, …

Vol. 30.1: Coutereels, I(an)
Middelburgh: Symon Moulert, 1603. 90 leaves.

Vol. 30.2: Graaf, Abraham de
Instructie van het Italiaens Boekhouden, Met een Memoriaal Toegepast op de Negotie Particulier in Commissie, en in Compagnie.
Harderwyk: Herman Rampen, 1693. 56 leaves. (Reprint, 1979. Dutch. F.1)

Vol. 31.1: Cock, David
De Luchtende Fackel van het Italiaens Boeck-houden / Verdeelt in drie deelen, Waer door de-selve konst/ Wraeghs-wyse voor gestalt / beantwoort / ende me by-gevoeghe onder richtinge op het alderduydelijkst Aenghewesen en verhaelt wort.
Amstelredam: Gedrukt door Handrick Tjercksz de Vries, 1643. 119 leaves.

Vol. 31.2: Waningen, Hendrik
’tRecht Gebruyck van’t Italiaens Boeck-Houden, Waer in begrepen state, een Memoriael, Journael, ende
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Schult-boeck: Inhoudende hondert schooner Partyen, noch 530 Vragen ende Antewoorden, verciert met Schooner Verklaringen. …
Amsterdam: Marcus Doornick, 1672. 79 leaves.  (Reprint, 1979. Dutch. F.4)

Vol. 32:  Gezel, Willem van
Kort Begryp Van ‘t Beschouwig Onderwijs in ‘t Koopmans Boekhouden, Dienstig voor alle de genen die de ware kennisse bezer konst beminnen, en genegen zijn die grondiger te verstaan dan dezelve voordezen ooit beschreven, of tot noch toe geleert is.
Amsterdam: Jan ten Hoorn, 1681. (vi), 166, (2)p.  (Reprint, 1979. Dutch. F.2)

Vol. 33:  Oudshoff, W.
Volledig Theoretisch en Praktisch Handboeck voor het Italiaansch of Koopmans Boekhouden, waarin alles, tot deze Wetenschap betrekkyk, uitvoerig en op het duidelykst ontwikkeld wordt.

Vol. 34: Mennier Von Kempten
Practicque pour Brievement apprendre à Ciffrer, & tenir Liure de Comptes, avec la Regle de Coss, & Geometrie.

Vol. 35: La Porte, Mathieu de
La Science des Negocians et Teneurs de Livres, ou Instruction Generale pour tout ce qui se pratique dans les comptoirs des negocians, tant pour les affaires de Banque, que pour les Marchandises; & chez les Financiers pour les Comptes. Divisee en trios traitez. Don’t le contenu est à la page suivante.
[Date incorrectly given as 1604]

Vol. 36: Carront
Oeuvres de Mathematique civile et Science des Negocians, qui traite de l’Arithemétique démontré par les Proportions, Principes incontes-tables, à l’usage d’un chacun: La manière de tenir les Libres à parties doubles, pour commercer. Comment on doit tenir les Livres, pour le livrement aux Troupes.…

Vol. 37: Ricard, Samuel
L’Art de bien tenir les Libres de Comptes en Parties Doubles a l’Italienne avec une Table Alphabetique de l’Explication des Termes, qui sont le plus en Usage dans le commerce, tant en change qu’en Marchandise, que pour le Negoce Maritime, pour server à l’intelligence de l’aplication qui en peut être faite, tant sur le Jounal que sur le grand Livre.

Vol. 38.1: Degrange, Edmond
La Tenue des Livres Rendue Facile, ou Nouvelle Méthode d’enseignement, a l’usage des personnes destinées au Commerce. Nouvelle édition, revue, corrigée et augmentée.

Vol. 38.2: Degrange, Edmond
Supplement a la Tenue des Livres Rendue Facile, ou Nouvelle Méthode. Pour tenir les livres en Double Partie, par le moyen d’un seul registre, don’t tous les comptes balancent journellement entre-eux, et
composent un seul tableau de l’état général de situation des affaires d’un négociant.


Vol. 39: Coffy, R.-P.-A.

Vol. 40.1: Payen
Essai sur la Tenue des Livres d’un Manufacturier.

Vol. 40.2: Cazaux, L.F.G de
De la Comptabilité dans une Entreprise Industrielle, et Spécialement dans une Exploitation Rurale.

Vol. 41: Solorzano, Bartolome Salvador de
Libro de Caxa y Manual de cuentas de Mercaderes, y otras personas, con la declaracion dellos.

Vol. 42: Bonavie, Joao Baptista
Mercador Exacto nos seus livros de Contas, Methodo Facil para Qualquer Mercador, e Outros arrumarem as suas contas com a clareza necessaria, com seu Diario, pelos principios das Partidas dobradas, segundo a determinacao de Sua Magestade, Parte I. Dedicada a o Senhor Ignacio Ferreira Souto, …

Vol. 43: Tratado Sobre as artidas
Tratado Sobre as artidas dobradas por meyo da qual podem aprender a arrumar as contas nos Livros, e conhecer dellas, todos os Curiozos impossibilitados de cultivar as aulas desta importantissima Ciencia &c.
Turin: Officina de Diego Jose’ Avondo, 1758. 157p., folded table inserted between p. 130 and 131.
(Reprint, 1980. Spanish-Portuguese. F.4)

Vol. 44: Schreiber, Heinrich
Ayn neew kunstlich Buech welches gar gewiss und behind lernet nach der gemaine regel Detre/ welschen practice/ regeln falti un etliche regeln Cosse mancherlay schöne vn zuwissen noturfftig auff kauffmanschafft. …

Vol. 45.1: Gottlieb, Johann
Ein Teutsch verstandig Buchhalten für Heren oder Geselschaffer inhalt wellschem process/ des gleichen vorhin nie der jugent ist fürgetragen worden/ noch in druck kummen/ duch Johan Gottlieb begriffen un gestalt. Darzu etlich unterricht für die jugend …
[Nürnberg: F. Peypus, 1531]. 22 leaves.

Vol. 45.2: Gottlieb, Johann
Buchhalten, zvey Künstliche unnd verstandige Buchhalten/ Das erst/ wie Einer fur sich selbst oder Geselschafter handeln sol. Das ander/ für Factoren/ und wie manauch Wahr mit Gewin oder verlust stechen und verstechen mag/ mit iren Beschlüssen/ … In diesem sindt man auch auffs kürzte/ was …
Nürnberg: Johan Petreius, 1546. 35 leaves. (Reprint, 1980. German. F.3)
Vol. 46.1: Schweiker, Wolfgang
Zwifach Buchhalten sampt seine Giornal/ des selben Beschlus/ auch Rechnung zuhun u. Durch Wolfgan
Schweiker Senior/ von Nürnberg/ yetzt in Benedig wonend/ mit allem steis gemacht und zusammen bracht.
Nürnberg: Johann Petreius, 1549. 63 leaves.

Vol. 46.2: Goessens, Passhier
Buchhalten fein Kurtz zusammen gefasst und begriffen/ nach arth und weise der Italianer/ mit allerhandt
verständlichen guten emerplen von Fatorien/ auch Geselschaft handlungen/ …
Hamburg: Heinrich Binder, 1594. 89 leaves. (Reprint, 1980. German. F.1)

Vol. 47: Hagers, Christoph Achatius
Buchhalten über Proper, Commission und Compagnia Handlungen …
[Hamburg: 1660]. 139 leaves. (Reprint, 1980. German. F.1)

Vol. 48: Marperger, Paul Jacob
Probit-Stein derer Buch-Halter/ oder Selbst-lehrende Buch-Halter-Schul, Allen angehenden Buch-Halter/
Kaufleuten und Handels-Bedienten, insonnderheit denen, welche auf wohlbestallten Cantoiren, Rechnung
und Rente-Kammern, die Handels-nd Rechnungs-Bücher zu verwalten haben …

Vol. 49: Fluegel, Georg Thomas
Theoretische Abhandlung vom doppelten Buchhalten, in Fragen und Antworten.
Frankfurt am Main, 1781. 123, (1)p. (Reprint, 1980. German. F.4)

Vol. 50: Wagner, Andreas
Neues Vollständiges und allgemeines Lehrbuch des Buchhanltens für jede Art der Handlung passend. Zum
Gebrauch für angehende Lehrer und Selbstlerndende, wie auch für Handlungs-Schulen.

Note: F. = Format: Printing area is as exactly same as of the original texts, comprised in four varieties of
Binding size, F.1 – F.4.
Size F.1 = 340 x 220 mm
Size F.2 = 270 x 210 mm
Size F.3 = 220 x 170 mm
Size F.4 = 170 x 120 mm
The same questions raised in the business-cycle literature appear here in a historical context. From the Cambridge English Corpus. There are five long and detailed, historical chapters.
The ICAEW Certificate in Finance, Accounting and Business (ICAEW CFAB) is an internationally recognised certificate that teaches essential knowledge in business, finance and accounting. What is ICAEW CFAB? How ICAEW CFAB can help? Routes to ICAEW CFAB? Register for ICAEW CFAB.

Academic research funding and reports. Through a programme of academic research funding from the ICAEW’s charitable trusts, we aim to fund the highest quality accounting and finance academic research and events. The accounting theory definition is a set of assumptions, frameworks and methodologies used in the study and application of financial reporting principles. Elements of the theory of accounting can be found as far back as the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt. By the time of the Roman Empire, financial data was widely used, and the government kept detailed financial records. The accounting theory definition is fairly simple. Accounting has a long history. Some scholars claim that writing arose in order to record accounting information. Account records date back to the ancient civilizations of China, Babylonia, Greece, and Egypt. The double-entry accounting system -- in which for every “debit” there is a “credit” -- has evolved to the point where it is very much like the present day system. Accounting is a system of recording and summarizing business and financial transactions. For as long as civilizations have been engaging in trade or organized systems of government, methods of record keeping, accounting, and accounting tools have been in use. His book was one of the first published using the historical Gutenberg press, and the included treatise was the first known published work on the topic of double-entry bookkeeping.